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Abstract

When rf quadrupole(RFQ) electric field is applied to the
circulatingbeam inasynchrotron,an equationof transverse
motion is reduced to Mathieu’s Equation. A new analyti-
cal method to obtain an approximate solution has been de-
veloped, while anumerical computation isusuall y applied.
Since the solution suggests that a fast tune control can be
achieved by rapid tuning of both amplitude and frequency
of rf voltage, this process could be applied to compensate
a tune shift caused by a space charge effect. An RFQ fast
tunecontroller hasbeen installed at HIMAC synchrotron in
cooperation of RCNP and NIRS, and the performance test
isbeing carried out to control a vertical tunevalueat injec-
tion energy where the space charge effect is largest. The
observed tune shift was consistent with that estimated by
theapproximatesolution.

1 INT RODUCTION

For any particle accelerators, a high-intensity beam is al-
waysdesirablebut it isknown that ahigh-intensity beam is
largely lost at and near after injectiondueto aspacecharge
effect. The feature of heavy ion beam at injection has
been investigated at HIMAC synchrotron [1] constructed
at the National Institute of Radiological Sciences(NIRS).
From this result, the beam loss at injection occurs with
traversing the resonant lines due to a tune shift caused by
a space charge effect, and these processes continue in the
timescales from�s toms order. Although rapid control of
betatron tune is strongly expected for efficient beam oper-
ation, theordinary tuneshift by quadrupolemagnets isnot
appli cablebecause of itsslow response.

In the last paper [2], we have obtained a new analyti-
cal expression of an equation of motion reduced to Math-
ieu’sEquation which wasobtained by means of RFQ elec-
tric field applied to the beam circulating in a synchrotron.
Translating thebehavior of approximatesolutioninto terms
of an RFQ electric field and betatron oscill ation, a fast tune
control can be achieved by rapid tuning of both amplitude
and frequency of rf voltage.

In this paper, we review a principleof fast betatron tune
controller and report a result of its beam test at HIMAC
synchrotron.

2 PRINCIPL E OF FAST BETATRON TUNE
CONTROLLER

When RFQ electric field is applied to the beam in a syn-
chrotron, an equation of motion is reduced to Mathieu’s
Equation as given by:
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;G0 is a field gradient; l is an RFQ electrode length;L is a
circumference of the ring; and �0 is a betatron tune which
depends on beta function�0.

Taking conjugatemomentump = 1p
a
y0, we transformy

and p into r and � in Mathieu’sequation as given by:�
y = r cos(Qz � �)
p = �r sin(Qz � �);
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whereQ isa resultant frequency of oscill ation.
Neglecting rapidly oscill atingcomponentswhich areav-

eraged to zero, an approximatesolutionwhich givesarela-
tion between parameters q,a and Q in stable region is ob-
tained as given by:
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An expression in unstable region is also obtained. Fig.1
shows comparison between numerical solution [3] and an-
alyti cal one. In stableregion, theanalyti cal expression cor-
responds to the dotted lines of constant value of �, where
Q = 2 � �. In unstable region, it corresponds to the lines
of S = ei�� =constant.

From the eq.(3), a variation of 2q

a
for a fixed a corre-

sponds to a variation of Q, where the parameter 2q
a

is pro-
portional to the amplitude of RFQ electric field: and the
parameter a is related with frequency of RFQ and that of
revolution as given by:

frfq = frev(
2�0p
a
�m)( m = 0;�1;�2; � � �): (4)



Figure 1: Comparison between numerical solution and an-
alyti cal one. Bold lines correspond to the linesof constant
values of �.

The eq.(4) isderived from therelation between parameters
in the eq.(1). As a result, the original tune�0 is shifted to

the resultant tune
Qp
a
�0 by tuning of both amplitude and

frequency of rf voltage.

3 BEAM TEST AT HIM AC SYNCHROTRON

3.1 RFQ fast tunecontroller

The fast betatron tune controller was constructed in coop-
eration of RCNP and NIRS, and it was designed to ma-
nipulate a vertical tune shift caused by RFQ electric field
because a space charge effect is larger at vertical direction
rather than horizontal one. Table 1 shows an example of
tune shift expected for vertical tune, where the experiment
is assumed to be performed at HIMAC synchrotron(L =
130[m]). The parameters of the fast tune controller is also
shown in Table1.

Figure 2: Fast tune controller installed at HIMAC syn-
chrotron

Fig. 2 showsthephtograph of the fast betatron tunecon-

troller installed at HIMAC.

Table 1: An example of tune shift for vertical tune at HI-
MAC synchrotron

original tune �0 = 3:15

resultant tune
Qp
a
�0 = 3:141

value of tuneshift �� = �0:009

ratio between frfq and frev
frfq

frev
= 2:265

energy par nucleon 6[Me V= u]

� function �0 = 1 5:4[m]

bore radius 65[mm]

length of electrode 0:6[m]

field gradient 426[kV=m 2]

RF Power 1:0[kW ]

3.2 Method of experiment

In this experiment, we utili ze transverse Schottky signals
to measure a betatron tune value [4]. Assuming a single
particle with a constant revolution frequency frev which
performs a betatron oscill ation xk = ak cos(Qx!t + �k)
around the ideal orbit x = 0, a position sensitive pick-up
recordsashort pulsemodulated in amplitudeby theoscill a-
tion at each traversal. The signals from a position monitor
are changed to the frequency spectrum by spectrum ana-
lyzer, which containsspectral li nesat thetwo sideband fre-
quencies (n�Qx)frev of each revolution harmonicnfrev.
The difference between therevolution harmonic frequency
and its sideband frequencies gives a betatron tune value.
Table 2 shows the experimental condition of HIMAC syn-

Table 2: Experimental condition

beam 4He2+

energy 6.1MeV/u

beam intensity 700� A
(4:4� 1011ppp)

flat-base frequency fb=1.0456MHz

revolution frequency frev=0.2614MHz



chrotron carried out at an injection energy.

3.3 Experimental results and discussion

The variation of vertical tune value was measured by using
a realtime spectrum analyzer at several frequencies in the
range offrfq=frev = 2:0 � 2:5. The dependence on rf
voltage was also measured at each frequency by varying an
rf power up to 1kW.

Figure 3: Comparison of tune shift between analytical ex-
pression(solid lines) and experimental raw data(plots)

Fig. 3 shows the comparison of values of tune shift
between analytical expression and experimental raw data.
All the experimental raw data have the same tendency that
vertical tune value increases from the original tune. We
have found immediately that the beam intensity varies at
every measuring time depending on frequency and voltage
of RFQ. When the RFQ is turned-on, the unexpected beam
loss occurs at all the measurements. Thus we must cor-
rect the experimental raw data by the dependence of tune
value on the beam intensity for accurate investigation of
performance of RFQ. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of tune
shift between analytical expression and experimental data
corrected by the beam intensity-dependence of tune. The
observed tune shift is comparable to that of the analytical
solution, although the data at the point where the beam in-
tensity is rather small contain some errors. The unstable
region where the beam is lost in the instant that the RFQ is
turned-on was also observed as expected.

4 CONCLUSION

An analytical solution of Mathieu’s equation, which de-
scribes a motion of circulating beam perturbed by RFQ,
was obtained. From this solution, a fast tune control is
expected by rapid tuning of both amplitude and frequency
of rf voltage. This process could be applied to compen-
sate a tune shift caused by a space charge effect of a high-
intensity beam. The performance in unstable region would
be applied to the slow beam extraction. An RFQ fast tune

Figure 4: Comparison of tune shift between analytical ex-
pression(solid lines) and experimental data(plots) corrected
by the dependence of tune value on the beam intensity

controller has been installed at HIMAC synchrotron, and
the performance test is being carried out to control a ver-
tical tune value at injection energy. Since the observation
shows a tune shift which is comparable to that of the ana-
lytical solution, RFQ is applicable to suppress a tune shift
caused by a space charge effect and it will contribute the
advanced study of beam physics and any other sciences.
A further investigation, however, is required because the
unexpected beam loss still occurs in most cases when the
RFQ is turned-on. In near future, authors plan to apply this
system to slow beam extraction which utilizes the behavior
of unstable region.
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